
Pair work:  consider the situations produce sentences expressing willingness 

 

Card 1: Objective: Practice using "will" for agreement. 

 

Situations:   

  a. Your friend suggests watching a movie tonight. 

   b. Your colleague proposes a team lunch next week. 

   c. Your classmate recommends studying together for the upcoming exam. 

   d. Your neighbor suggests a neighborhood cleanup event. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Card 2: Objective: Practice using "will/won't" in first conditionals for polite requests. 

 

Situations: 

   a. You need a favor from your roommate. 

   b. You want your friend to lend you their camera for the weekend. 

   c. You are running late for a meeting, and you need someone to hold the door. 

   d. You forgot your lunch, and you want to ask a colleague for a small favor. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Card 2: Objective: Practice using "won't/shan't" to express refusal. 

 

Situations:   a. A friend asks you to lend them a significant amount of money. 

   b. A colleague requests you to cover their shift at work. 

   c. Someone asks you to keep a secret that goes against your principles. 

   d. Your neighbor wants to borrow your car for a long trip. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Card 3: Objective: Practice using "would" for general willingness in the past, to create sentences using "would" 

to describe their past habits or attitudes. 

 

Situations: 

   a. When you were a child, what subjects would you always enjoy studying? 

   b. In your previous job, what tasks would you frequently volunteer for? 

   c. During your school days, who would you often help with their homework? 

   d. Think about your past vacations. What activities would you regularly participate in? 

 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Objective: Practice using a mix of modal verbs for willingness. 

 

Situations: 

   a. Your friend suggests a hiking trip for next month. 

   b. A colleague requests your assistance with a project due this week. 

   c. You want to express your general willingness to help others. 

   d. Your family proposes a weekly game night starting this Friday. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Group works: 

Select one Topic for writing dialogues in which you can express habits and routines using modal verbs: 

 

1.Daily Morning Routines: 

   - create a dialogue between two friends discussing their morning habits, such as waking up, getting ready, and 

having breakfast. 

 

2. Work or School Routines: 

   - Explore a dialogue between colleagues or classmates talking about their daily routines at work or school, 

including tasks they regularly perform. 

 

3. Weekend Habits: 

   - write a dialogue about weekend routines, discussing activities they typically engage in on Saturdays and 

Sundays. 

 

4. Exercise and Fitness: 

   - Create a dialogue where characters talk about their exercise habits, expressing how often they work out and 

what activities they enjoy. 

 

5. Technology Habits: 

   - Develop a dialogue focusing on habits related to technology use, such as checking emails, using social 

media, or playing video games. 

 

6. Healthy Living: 

   - Explore a conversation about healthy living habits, covering topics like eating nutritious meals, staying 

hydrated, and getting enough sleep. 

 

7. Travel Routines: 

   -  write a dialogue between travelers discussing their routines when exploring new places, including packing, 

sightseeing, and trying local cuisine. 

 

8. Study Habits: 

   - Create a dialogue where students talk about their study habits, addressing how they prepare for exams, 

organize their study time, and handle stress. 

 

9. Seasonal Routines: 

   - Explore how habits and routines may change with the seasons. For example, a dialogue about winter 

morning routines or summer fitness habits. 

 

10. Family Daily Rituals: 

    - Write a dialogue between family members discussing their daily rituals, including mealtime routines, 

bedtime habits, and family activities. 

 
 


